INRIX Parking:
Dedicated To Quality To Provide A Superior Driving Experience

Exclusive data partnerships & our team of parking experts help us continually improve our database.

More than 130 INRIX data collectors are constantly collecting & refreshing parking data around the globe.

In 2017, our data collectors walked more than 86,000 km TWICE!

That’s equal to walking around Earth...

We use quality benchmarks developed with BMW to test, measure, and improve parking data.

Hundreds of random samples are taken in each city. Overall quality score is calculated for all blocks. Results help improve quality levels & our predictive algorithms.

INRIX standardizes parking data to help drivers quickly understand important details.

Fragmented parking data is normalized. CAN I PARK HERE? HOW LONG? HOW MUCH? 2 HOURS $5.00

INRIX is the only parking provider with certified quality validated by third parties.

ISO9001:2015 Certified AUTOMOTIVE SPICE® Certified “Clear Winner” of SBD Off-Street Competitive Study

INRIX Parking is the highest quality parking solution, ensuring driver satisfaction from start-to-finish.

Contact INRIX for more information: busdev@inrix.com and www.inrix.com/products/parking
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